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Photo of the Day

KUWAIT: Al Kout mall pictured right before sunrise. — KUNA 

Youth volunteer
teams launch national
initiative for the Amir 
KUWAIT: Kuwaiti youth volunteer groups yesterday
launched a national initiative to present a message to His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah. The volunteer teams include Senyar Dive Team,
Zajil, Netam, Kuwait Support and Rescue Team (KSRT),
Aljawla, Takatof volunteer team and Sahabat Amal volun-
teer team. The initiative carries a message of love to the
leader of humanitarian work and to collect the largest
number of signatures from Kuwaitis and residents, to
express appreciation and gratitude to His Highness the
Amir, with best wishes that the Almighty maintain his
health and wellness.

Director General of the Public Authority for Youth
(PAY) Abdulrahman Al-Mutairi said in a press statement
after the meeting with the representatives of the volunteer
teams that the national initiative carried out by the youth
volunteer teams received support from PAY, adding that it
is the voice of youth.

The volunteer teams will be present in public places,
universities, complexes and markets to collect vast number
of signatures that signifies the meaning of loyalty from
Kuwaiti youth to wise leadership of HH the Amir, adding
that the PAY is keen to support all youth efforts to pro-
mote national unity, Al-Mutairi added. — KUNA 

Analyst: Kuwaiti oil
price may hit $75 p/b
KUWAIT: Kuwaiti oil analyst Mohamad Al-Shatti warned yes-
terday that Saturday’s attack on oil facilities in Saudi Arabia
would have serious effects on the global oil and gas industry.
Al-Shatti predicted that Kuwait oil price would be between
USD 65 per barrel to 75 pb in the “coming period.” In a state-
ment to Kuwait News Agency (KUNA), Al-Shatti confirms
that it is certainly inevitable that global markets respond to
“such threats,” noting that the current limited rise in oil prices
will be followed with gradual, further increase, in shadow of
the large scale destruction inflicted at the crude sites and
forecast time needed to restore normal operations at the dam-
aged oil installations.

“Perhaps, rise of the price of Brent crude oil within the
range of USD 5 to 15 a barrel is the closest in the current
stage, and the rise towards USD 70 p/b or more depends
largely on speed of restoring normal production,” he noted.
The attack on Al-Bqaia and Al-Kurais oil installations has a
very serious impact on oil and gas trade worldwide, he said.

Saudi Arabia, the world’s third largest oil producer, has a
capacity of untapped surplus of oil, estimated at two million
barrels per day, thus Riyadh can ensure security of supplies
and stability of markets, Al-Shatti clarifies. He said the attack
“went beyond mere threatening the petrochemical industry to
affecting production of gas and gas liquids, including ethane,
although part of it can be offset by import, but it will
undoubtedly affect prices.” Accuracy of the hits indicated
that the attack was pre-planned and that the culprits used
advanced technology, Al-Shatti said, calling for thorough
examination of the assault to avert its recurrence, for oil
remained the most important “tributary of the economy at
present.” Al-Shatti indicated that he had anticipated much
stronger reaction from the major powers to the attack, how-
ever he noted that the response was largely substantial due to
Saudi Arabia’s heavy weight on the global political arena and
its key role in energy security.

US reaction  
In this regard, the US reaction was somewhat reassuring,

particularly when Washington announced it would use
America’s strategic crude stockpiles to alleviate market con-
cerns, he added. He also referred to reassurances by the
International Energy Agency (IEA), which confirmed existence
of sufficient supplies in the markets. Elaborating, Al-Shatti said
the announcement by Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) coun-
tries, particularly Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates and
Bahrain, confirming their standing with Saudi Arabia was nec-
essary to reassure the markets.

“These are national and honorable positions that empha-
size that our Gulf is united and we must react as one against
any threat facing the region,” he said. As for oil supplies, Al-
Shatti said despite global and international assurances of
maintaining sufficient oil supply, “some” have re-manifested
the tendency to ask oil-producing countries to increase their
crude output.” On prospected resumption of regular crude
production, Al-Shatti clarified that a quick return to the nor-
mal production had been expected in just 48 hours after the
attack. However, now the forecast extends to the end of the
year, the Kuwaiti expert said, citing market sources, The attack
halted production of 2.5 to three million barrels of crude per
day inflicted wide-scale damage, also pushing prices high to
the level of USD 70 pb, “that is likely to go up further,” he
said. There are many factors that can help in maintaining mar-
ket stability, namely oil reserves in America, China, India,
Japan, South Korea and other consuming countries, in addition
to weak global economy and global demand for oil.

As to Saudi Arabia, Al-Shatti quoted market sources as
saying that Riyadh has not declared an emergency and has
rather promised the crude consumers that it will complete
monthly loading as scheduled. He has also noted that Aramco
has a huge crude reserve abroad, in addition to 188 million
barrels in the Kingdom. “Therefore, it can meet the clients’
demand,” he says. Oil prices jumped in global markets on
Monday, closing with nearly a 15 percent rise. Brent crude oil
rose USD 8.80 to settle at the level of USD 69.02 pb, the
largest increase in one day since 1988. Price of Kuwaiti oil
barrel went up USD 5.54 in Monday’s trading to reach USD
65.13 pb, compared with USD 59.59 the day before. — KUNA 

KUWAIT: PAY Director General meets with the Kuwaiti youth volunteer groups. 

Kuwait participates in 
Apimondia Congress
NEW YORK: Kuwait participated in the 46th
Apimondia International Apicultural Congress, which
aims at identifying the latest available tools and access
to scientific and academic studies in the world of bees.
Member of the board of directors in the Kuwait
Beekeepers Association Salem Al-Oumi said in a state-
ment to KUNA that three Kuwaiti beekeepers partici-
pated in the conference, which was held in Canada from
the 8th until 12th of September where more than 5,000

participants from all over the world attended and more
than 300 studies were published.

He added that the conference included lectures,
workshops and a large exhibition containing the latest
equipments used by young beekeepers and large com-
panies, pointing to the global competition on the best
honey production along with new inventions. He men-
tioned that Kuwait joined the organization during their
meeting in Istanbul in 2017, stressing Kuwait’s keenness
to participate permanently in such events. He noted
Kuwait’s desire in building distinguished relations with
the heads and departments of those specialized and
internationally ranked conferences especially Apimondia
congress, which is widely known to the specialists in
honey industry. — KUNA 

KUWAIT: On 17 September 2019, Dasman Diabetes
Institute (DDI), which was founded by Kuwait
Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS),
joined the world on the International Patient Safety Day
(IPSD) as the World Health Organization (WHO)
launches a global campaign to create awareness of
patient safety and urge people to show their commit-
ment to making healthcare safer.   This year, Dasman
Diabetes Institute held an event that aimed to raise

awareness and hosted activities to drive improvement
and stimulate innovative solutions by emphasizing the
importance of establishing a safety culture at all levels
of an organization. 

The event included an open day that engaged
visitors and service providers in patient safety
practices around the Institute, and was also high-
lighted by an interactive session organized by the
Pat ient  Safety Club, a  Kuwait  Publ ic  Heal th

Society’s initiative, to raise awareness for DDI staff
on the Patient Safety Solutions that were endorsed
and disseminated by the WHO.  Participating in the
International Patient Safety Day offered an oppor-
tunity for DDI to showcase efforts and achieve-
ments towards promoting and sustaining patient
safety that represented DDI’s patient safety role as
a healthcare service provider, a research center, and
a member of the community.

KUWAIT: Member of the board of directors in the Kuwait
Beekeepers Association Salem Al-Oumi. — KUNA 

Dasman Diabetes Institute holds International Patient Safety Day


